A BRIEF REPORT OF YUVASPANDANA’19
“National Skill Development and Start-Up Fair”
Organized by Entrepreneurship Cell and Centre for Skill Development
On 7th and 8th February 2019
YUVA SPANDANA’19, organized by Entrepreneurship Cell, SLC and Skill Development Cell,
SLC on 7th and 8th of February, 2019, was a National Level Skill Development and Startup Fair
with the prime aim purpose of fostering the spirit of entrepreneurship and the idea of skill
development among the students of various colleges.
Day 1 at YUVA SPANDANA’19
We set about with the Inaugural Ceremony by the lighting of the lamp in the presence of our
Principal Sir, Dr. Rabi Narayan Kar, Dr. Bharat Bhushan, Convenor of E-Cell, SLC and Dr.
Kavita Arora, Convenor of SDC, SLC, and other faculty members.
In our Skill Expo and Startup Expo, the college lawn was decorated with the skills and startup
ideas of various students and firms. Students showcased their skills in art & craft, confectionary,
and many other niches. Next to Skill Expo was the Startup Expo, where we had stalls of Startups
like ZORGO, My First Boss and more.
In association with BSE, we organized a stock trading competition, Bulls vs. Bears. The
enthusiasm and passion of the students trading in stocks among one another created a frenzy of an
environment at the venue.
A lot many students also participated in Kingdom for Dice, the liveliest event of Yuva
Spandana’19. This fun and jolly event was a human size Ludo competition where participants
had to answer a few questions and perform tasks to advance.
Lastly, we also had a competition for the progressive minds called Pitch your Idea. The
participants presented their business plans, products, and ideas to the jury members. Some truly
remarkable B-Plans were presented by students from various colleges.
Despite all the fun and insightful events, innovators and time don’t wait for any and so we had to
move forward to the DAY 2

DAY 2 of YUVA SPANDANA’19
8th of February 11, 2019, was the day for another three major competitions, Quiz Buzz, Paper
Presentation and Think with the Box.
A lot many people participated in Quiz Buzz, a competition based on the American TV show,
Jeopardy. The participating students were asked questions related to entrepreneurship and recent
paradigm shifts in skill development.
Research Paper Presentation was one of the most notable competitions at YUVA
SPANDANA’19. 12 different teams from different universities participated in with their research
papers on different topics with the main theme of “Transforming India through Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship”.
Think with the Box was another platform for the students to show off their creativity using just a
cardboard box and basic decoration stuff. We got to see a lot many product ideas from some of
the most gifted brains who also presented their creations in front of the jury members.
By the end of these 2 days, YUVA SPANADA’19 had inspired and discovered more visionary
minds than we had thought of. The joint efforts of the members of Entrepreneurship Cell and
Skill Development Cell under the guidance and support of Dr. Bharat Bhushan (Convenor, ECell)
and Dr. Kavita Arora (Convenor, SDC) and other faculty members, turned this event into a
huge success. The event was attended by 300 students.
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